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4 Gallon Plastic Outdoor Ashtray, Elite™
Smoker's Ceasefire®, Eco Black - 268503

Product Images

Short Description

Fire tested and FM approved
Upscale styling suits any commercial or public area
Self-extinguishing, weatherproof design hides unsightly cigarette butts
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Limited entry zone discourages unwanted trash
ADA compliant

Description

The contemporary styling of the Elite ™ Smoker's Ceasefire® Outdoor Ashtray in Eco Black (model 268503) is
the perfect solution to help businesses keep cigarette litter on their property out of public view. It measures
38 in (965 mm) in height and 12 in (305 mm) in outer diameter. It weighs approximately 8.9 lbs (4.1 kg) but
can hold up to 4 gallons (15 l) of cigarette butts. In windy weather, it can be weighed down with sand or a
brick for extra stability.

This smokeless ashtray is fire tested and FM approved, made of flame retardant polyethylene with an
innovative self-extinguishing design to reduce the risk of fire.

The Elite Smoker's Ceasefire was designed to suit any establishment, whether a commercial property or
private venue. Its sleek style prevents cigarette butt litter, and the patented inner double-drip edge inside the
base directs tar straight into the bucket so there is less to clean externally. The compact base also helps it fit
into snug spaces so it can be placed anywhere you prefer.

The covered dome of the model 268503 outdoor ashtray keeps the rain out, and its 3.5 in by 2 in (88 mm by
50 mm) opening (with a stainless steel snuffer) results in fewer misses from smokers while also discouraging
other forms of trash. This helps reduce contact with the ashtray to avoid cross-contamination with germs.
The large neck cavity minimizes clogging while the oxygen-restricting design safely collects burning butts to
reduce the risk of fire.

Maintenance is simple with no tools required. Self-aligning tabs easily glide along the lid, making it easy to
open and close. Integrated tabs on this outdoor ashtray allow for optional padlocking (model 268506) for
added security and to discourage unauthorized access/trash. For greater stability in extreme weather, attach
the optional Anchoring Cable Kit with Padlock (model 268505 to the eyelets on the base of the ashtray.
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Specifications

Model No 268503

UPC 697841127388

International Model No. 268503

Color Deco Black

Pallet Quantity 20

Material Specifications Polyethylene

Net Weight, lbs 8.9

Net Weight, kg 4.1

Dimensions, Exterior 38" H x 12" Outer Dia.

965mm H x 305mm Outer Dia.

Capacity 4 gallon

Liter Capacity 15

FM Approval Yes


